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Executive Summary

The fashion sector is awash with certification schemes, sustainability labels and multi-stakeholder initiatives all 

seeking to steer the industry onto a greener course. As public and political awareness of the high environmental 

and social toll of the fashion industry has climbed the agenda, and scrutiny on brands has intensified, so has the 

visibility of certification schemes and voluntary initiatives pitched as holding the solutions. 

The existence of such schemes serves a dual purpose for the brands. As the fashion industry is one of the least 

regulated sectors in the world, these schemes partially exist as a genuine attempt to move towards sustainabil-

ity in the absence of environmental legislation. But they also enable the proliferation of ‘greenwashing’ on a 

remarkable scale. Whether it is the use of certification labels on individual products – assuring customers that 

they can shop guilt free by putting their money where their values lie – or brands proudly communicating their 

membership of various fashion-related voluntary initiatives, the existence of these schemes and the inherent 

lack of accountability within them are a key part of the greenwashing machinery of the modern fashion industry. 

Moreover, the level of influence exercised by fashion brands in these initiatives and the lack of any independent 

oversight, inevitably means that they end up promoting industry interests. 

Reading the progress or sustainability reports of the majority of initiatives and brands alone would have you 

believe that we are just one label or initiative away from the total transformation of the fashion industry into 

a dreamscape of circularity and eco-design. Yet, beyond the greenwash, the unsustainable trajectory of the 

modern fashion industry is alarming. Over the past 20 years, the number of garments purchased per consumer 

has more than doubled and it is projected that overall apparel consumption will rise by 63%, from 62 million 

tonnes today to 102 million tonnes by 2030. At the same time, clothing utilisation – i.e. the number of times a 

garment is used before being discarded – has declined by almost 40% over the past 15 years. These trends are 

driven by the sector’s heavy reliance on cheap synthetic fibres, which now represent more than two-thirds of 

all materials used in textiles and have enabled exponential growth of cheap clothing consumption over the 

last two decades. The globalised nature of fashion’s supply chains is often represented as a challenge for the 

introduction of mandatory measures, but – as this report will demonstrate – self-regulation in the form of cer-

tification or voluntary initiatives has failed. 

Of more than 100 sustainability certification schemes in use in the textile industry and listed in the Ecolabel 

Index, this report by the Changing Markets Foundation provides a qualitative analysis of the best-known 
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On their watch: Voluntary initiatives’ failure to create change

Our investigation sought to establish the robustness of ten schemes and to assess whether they can claim credit 

for creating any transformational change. We undertook a qualitative assessment of their level of ambition, scope 

for continuous improvement, independence, transparency and ultimately, their track record of performance.

Most of the initiatives analysed in this report fail to meaningfully uphold high levels of ambition and thus 

merely provide a smokescreen for companies that want to appear to be taking steps towards sustainability. 

The majority do not set strict requirements and timelines for their members to progressively raise their ambi-

tion, but instead provide different modules with differing requirements, allowing companies with lacklustre 

ambition to still join. 

Most initiatives, notably C2C and the Higg Materials Sustainability Index, focus on only a few aspects of a 

seemingly arbitrary selection of the product’s life cycle stages. This enables schemes to shape a certain vision 

of sustainability that may not reflect the reality. Most schemes are also not comprehensive, i.e. they do not 

cover the full life cycle of textile production or they focus just on one material or product (e.g. jeans, in the case 

of the EMF). Thus, a brand will often need to use several labels and be signatories to several initiatives to cover 

the various social and environmental impacts of their products across the supply chain. Picking and choosing 

a patchwork of certifications and initiatives also means that the systemic issues around fast fashion, reliance 

on fossil fuels and overproduction are neatly avoided, allowing companies to keep their skeletons in the closet 

and distract consumers from the industry’s wider environmental impact. 

We also identified a concerning lack of accountability and independence across initiatives that offer labelling 

or certification, with no evidence of enforcement or consequences for those who commit to targets but fail to 

meet them. Although initiatives without labels of certification do not have compliance requirements per se, 

many are still being used on the ground as proxy-certification in company marketing. Additionally, we found 

little-to-no push for continuous improvement (with a few exceptions, such as EMF’s Jeans Redesign guidelines) 

and no frequent revision of standards.

We found that the majority of the schemes have compromised independence. As voluntary initiatives, they 

are vulnerable to high levels of influence through the brands that fund the schemes or are otherwise involved 

in governance structures. Large schemes, such as the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) and its Higg Index, 

sit in a web of influence with other schemes and brands, creating an interwoven network that stifles debate and 

alternative models. Accountability is also severely compromised in this way, with little incentive for schemes 

to call out a lack of compliance from paying members and brands. The reputational greenwashing function of 

initiative membership represents a huge return on investment for brands: a win-win set-up for both the initia-

tives and their corporate members.

Transparency is a weak point for all the initiatives analysed, with even robust government-mandated 

schemes, such as the EU Ecolabel, not up to scratch. At worst, these schemes are operating as a black box, with 

no external scrutiny, yet are informing major decisions about fibre and material use. Some schemes, such as 

C2C and the Higg Index, seem to communicate profusely without actual transparency. Transparency is not 

just about bombarding the public with information, but is about presenting this information in such a way 

that information can be easily found and understood, and if necessary, challenged. A similar story emerges 

when we analyse the schemes on their ability to drive supply-chain transparency. Despite a flurry of transpar-

ency programmes, many skirt around important topics such as encouraging or demanding full supply-chain 

transparency from their members that goes beyond their Tier 1 supplier networks. Pages filled with rhetoric 

and empty words hide a lack of accessibility to scrutiny and the necessary level of detail. This can also serve 

initiatives, with a focus on those that claim to address issues of circularity, overproduction and the rise of fast 

fashion, end-of-life management and the elimination of toxic chemicals from production or manufacturing. Of 

the ten initiatives analysed, several are certification labels (bluesign®, Cradle to Cradle (C2C), EU Ecolabel, 
OEKO-TEX® and Textile Exchange’s Global Recycled Standard and Recycled Claim Standard), others are 

multi-stakeholder initiatives (the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF), The Microfibre Consortium (TMC) 

and ZDHC) and others provide a set of self-assessment tools (the Higg Index and WRAP) for the industry to 

measure their sustainability. What these schemes have in common are that they is all voluntary and enjoy high 

levels of industry buy-in and cross promotion. 

Summary of schemes’ assessment 

HOW IT DRIVES 
IMPROVEMENT?

HOW IT DRIVES 
TRANSPARENCY

PERFORMANCE

INDEPENDENCE

HOW IT DEALS WITH /DRIVES
THE USE OF SYNTHETICS FIBRES

FOSSIL-FUEL 
FEEDSTOCK RELIANCE

LIMITING FAST FASHION
 AND  PRODUCTION

MICROFIBRE RELEASE

COLOURING CRITERIA: 

GREEN - addressed through quantitative measures; 

ORANGE - addressed through ambitions, recommendations, reports, or not yet implemented measures; 

 

RED - not addressed in any meaningful way, 

NO COLOUR: not applicable/unknown.

HOW DO THE SCHEMES DRIVE CHANGE?

HOW DO THE SCHEMES ADDRESS SYNTHETICS ?
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to reconcile such trends with any declared progress towards decreasing environmental impact, is a question 

no scheme sufficiently addresses, as to do so would be to call into question their own existence. None of the 

schemes can claim transformational change, some have publicly acknowledged their missed environmental 

targets, or admitted that any lack of progress on targets is due to external factors not attributable to the actions 

of the initiative, and some can barely name a single substantive achievement, despite years of operation. 

Fossil fashion: Certified

All schemes were left wanting in regard to the level of change they are creating. But they are also helping to cement 

the industry’s reliance on fossil fuels for fibre and exacerbating the environmental harm caused by fossil fashion. 

Our research finds that, at best, schemes and initiatives skirt around the issue of synthetic fibres, mentioning 

plastic-based fibres or the need to minimise reliance on virgin resources without explicitly stating that fossil 

fuels are now the dominant raw material or ignoring recognising key trends, such as the doubling of global virgin 

polyester production since 2000, which is on course to double again. At worst, schemes such as the Higg Index 

and elements of WRAP, actually present synthetics as the better choice environmentally – fuelling the 

very problem they claim to be tackling. 

We found that, similarly to what we learned from brands’ policies in Synthetics Anonymous, initiatives are 

putting all their eggs in one basket when it comes to microfibres. They cite a lack of research or measurement 

tools to justify lack of action and point to distant targets for action, which let the biggest users of synthetics off 

the hook. It seems that instead of taking precautionary measures with regard to limiting microfibre release, a 

majority of brands are relying on TMC, which, although tasked with developing a universal measuring method, 

has – after years of work – only released this to paying members and not to the public. Additionally, TMC seems 

to have a concerning bias in favour of synthetics, conspicuously ignoring the science suggesting that plastic 

microfibres are more persistent in the environment and cause more harm to health.

Our analysis reveals that schemes have little to say on fast fashion and overproduction and ignore how the 

prevailing business model of the industry is precipitating environmental disaster. No scheme has targets in 

place, let alone accountability, encouraging brands to limit production.

Finally, while some schemes are starting to address end-of-life issues, much of this is rhetoric rather than 

action and very few explain or address the issue that synthetic fibres will stay in the environment for centuries. 

Proper management of end-of-life issues is regarded as a nice-to-have rather than a critical issue that certification 

schemes and initiatives should be addressing. 

Another significant observation is that schemes like OEKO-TEX® and ZDHC primarily concern themselves with 

chemicals and hazardous substances used during production of garments, but not the actual materials them-

selves. Therefore plastic in clothing remains overlooked, despite its hazardous and toxic nature as well as the 

abundance of information on the negative health implications of synthetic materials, such as microfibre release.

Licence to greenwash

Fashion retailers and brands are eager to promote their membership of voluntary initiatives and certification 

schemes to position themselves as active leaders in driving sustainable change. However, given what we know 

about the limitations of these initiatives, self-promotion about joining such initiatives is often little more than 

a corporate virtue signal. We investigated how brands’ association with the schemes provides them with the 

opportunity to boast about their ‘progress’ across external-facing channels, including websites, reports, social 

media, press releases and their own sustainability reports. The tactics employed by fashion brands closely 

to cushion corporate members from reputational damage. For example, WRAP and ZDHC feature aggregated 

reporting, where it is impossible to see individual company performance and therefore hold them to account 

for the results. None of the schemes analysed was found to have reported publicly any compliance violation or 

communicated when a company lost certification or left an initiative. This lack of honesty deadens the schemes’ 

function as tools for continuous improvement. 

Some schemes have demonstrated progress in limited areas, such as chemical management. We found that 

certifications such as bluesign® and OEKO-TEX® broadly deliver what they offer and encourage continuous 

improvement. Nevertheless, such certification is not delivering system-wide transformation, as it is essentially 

focused only on chemical management. 

It is clear that we are reaching the limit of what can be done without legislation. This voluntary approach has 

fundamentally failed to improve performance and to enhance sustainability in the sector. Over the last 20 

years, while these schemes have proliferated (Figure 1.1), the fashion industry has become one of the world’s 

most polluting, resource-intensive and wasteful sectors. In the midst of a climate emergency, the number one 

raw material for textile fibre is oil and gas, doubling down the industry’s reliance on fossil-fuel extraction. How 
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social crises precipitated by the fashion industry and the continued enabling of skyrocketing production and 

overconsumption. 

At this stage, legislation and effective regulation are the clear path forward. Sustainable products should be 

the norm, not the exception and the only way to achieve that is to level the playing field, placing the burden 

of proof on companies through their compliance with regulation, rather than on the customer to choose the 

‘more sustainable’ option. Multi-stakeholder initiatives, an endless menu of certifications, and industry coali-

tions are currently standing in place of mandatory measures, but as this report shows they are a pale imitation 

of the real thing.

Yet certification and multi-stakeholder initiatives are more than just ineffectual. They are also part of the 

problem when it comes to fashion’s lack of progress on sustainability. By acting as sophisticated greenwashing 

apparatus, brands, customers and policymakers are lulled into a false sense of security by these initiatives and 

led to believe that action is being taken. By being collectively convinced that corporations have the solutions 

in hand, more systemic measures such as regulation and pushing for greater accountability and transparency 

are overlooked. Greenwashing, however benign its intention, blinds us to the true solutions and true leaders 

in sustainability. As we rapidly run out of time to address these global challenges, any and every tool in the 

greenwashing arsenal must be rooted out or reformed as a matter of urgency.

Specific recommendations for policymakers certification schemes, fashion brands, retailers and consumers are 

available at the end of this report

follow those that we identified in earlier investigations into the plastics industry, consumer brands and retailers 

in our campaign, Talking Trash – grouped into three broad categories: delay, distract and derail. As such, we have 

followed the same categorisation in this report.

Delaying tactics by brands include their endorsement of a glut of voluntary targets set for the distant future, 

which serve to kick the can down the road while seeming to be taking action. For example, voluntary initiatives 

like WRAP’s Textiles 2030 or the new Microfibre Consortium 2030 Commitment cite 2030 as a key date for 

targets to be achieved and Boohoo has given itself until 2023 to announce the deadline of its entirely voluntary 

and non-binding future targets.

We found distraction to be the primary tactic that certification and voluntary initiatives are used for. Most 

concerning is where membership of schemes has been used to distract legislators, such as Primark using its 

membership of TMC – which has yet to produce any tangible result since 2018 – to show its commitment to the 

UK’s Environmental Audit Committee and Boohoo highlighting its membership of WRAP’s Sustainable Clothing 

Action Plan, TMC and the SAC, when it was brought in front of the committee after accusations of modern slavery 

in their operations. Incredibly, this paper proof was all that was needed to convince the committee of their good 

intentions. Distraction tactics also included promotion of end-of-pipe false solutions promoted by the initiatives, 

such as using recycled PET bottles for clothing (e.g. Textile Exchange) and joining initiatives focused on plastic 

(e.g. EMF) but only disclosing plastic packaging rather than their huge use of plastic fibres.

What is more, the membership structure of these initiatives is further distracting the industry from bringing in 

necessary regulation. Our analysis of the crossover between voluntary initiatives and brands finds that not only 

are the majority of schemes members, affiliates or associates of each other, but that they also all count the same 

brands as members, some of which are even involved in the governance of schemes. This results in a highly in-

terconnected web of influence and cross promotion, with the potential to stifle the dissenting views and healthy 

debate needed to create progress. 

Finally, as a group, the mere existence of these voluntary initiatives is derailing positive transformation by cre-

ating the grand illusion of progressive action in the industry. Although the absence of any attempts to introduce 

meaningful legislation means that public evidence of tactics to derail such legislation is limited, organisations 

such as the SAC make pre-emptive moves to influence upcoming legislation and to frame their tools as ‘effective’ 

mechanisms that future legislation should build on. For example, their presence in the technical secretariat of 

the EU’s Product Environmental Footprint for apparel and footwear gives them unrivalled influence over its 

development. 

Conclusion: The false promise of certification continues

This report has sought to assess whether certification schemes, labels and multi-stakeholder initiatives are fit for 

purpose and what role they play in addressing the harms of the modern fashion industry. The results highlight 

that the majority of schemes represent a false promise of certification for textiles and represent a highly sophis-

ticated form of greenwashing as few have the time or inclination to look beyond a certification or initiative’s 

stamp of approval. At best they are a patchy promise of sustainability, able to offer a degree of assurance on a 

small production practice or section of the supply chain. At worst, they are unambitious, opaque, unaccountable 

and compromised talking-shops resulting in an industry-wide smokescreen for the unsustainable practices, 

enabling greenwashing on a vast scale. 

Such voluntary certification and membership of initiatives and schemes has been a key pillar of the industry’s 

attempts to self-regulate as concerns over sustainability have mounted. Yet the decades-long experiment in 

self-regulation of the fashion industry has run its course, as confirmed by the mounting environmental and 
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